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WHY DO WHITE SOCKS TURN PINK?
FRESHMEN RECEIVE TIPS ON TAKING NOTES, STUDYING. • .AND DOING LAUNDRY
''Laundry 101" is not offered at the University of Dayton, but the
University's director of special programs knows some students, away from home
for the first time, will tackle their first pile of dirty laundry.
"It's hard to believe that with all the TV commercials telling you
how to keep your clothes sparkling clean, there are many people who get
to college not knowing how to do the wash," said L.B. Fred. That's why Fred
has included a list of common-sense laundry tips in the orientation handbook
that's been given to the estimated 1,700 new students who will start classes at
UD on August 23. The highlights:
1. Sort your clothes at least into light and dark; don't just dump them all
in together expecting them to come out looking better than when you put
them in.
2. Sort also by washing temperature. Read the washing instructions in your
clothes, usually found on a little tag inside, and follow these
recommendations. Delicate items should be washed in cold water on the
"gentle" cycle, or by hand.. Warm is fairly safe for most things. Hot
water is probably best avoided at all costs unless you want to fade or
shrink something. If your best jeans are a bit baggy, hot is probably
safe. If they have that "just right" fit, stay away from hot, or they
will soon belong to your younger brother or sister.
3. Never wash 100 percent
where some fool washes
doll? It can actually
but here again, follow

wool in a machine. Ever see a TV comedy show
a sweater and it comes out sized for a Barbie
happen. Some wool items are machine washable,
the instructions inside.

4. If in doubt, wash cold.
5. Don't overload the machines. The temptation is to cram as much in a
machine as possible, but this can destroy clothing. You may save 75
cents on another load, but ruin a $25 shirt.
For media interviews, contact L.B. Fred at (513) 229-2229.
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